
The followittg very useful instruction has been provided
by Michael Mathew. The diagrams are a liltle faint, but
Miclruel's notes are, as always, comprehensive.

Knots to join threads are often inevitable. In modern
traditional bindings the knots are placed on the outside of
the sections and then become hidden in the backing. In
older bindings, and in decorative "sewn but not glued"
bindings, thatjoin is usually on the inside ofthe section.
Few bookbinders seem to be able to tie the very useful
weaver's knot for joining threads. Here are some easy

instructions.

l. Place the end of the new thread ('n' in Diagram 1)

over the end of the old thread ('o') near the last
sewing point. Hold the resulting crossing between
the thumb and index finger of the left hand (lefr
handed people have to work with opposite hands).

Form a loop by passing the working part ofthe new
thread under its own end but over the old end (see

Diagram 2). Again hold the loop and crossing
between the thumb and index finger of the left hand.

3. Now pass the working part of the new thread over
the loop but under the old thread (see Diagram 3).

4. Hold the ends of both threads loosely with the left
hand and pull the new thread with your right hand until
the knot rests against the paper (see Diagram 4). Then
pull the knot tight. It will not slip.

COMPETITION

The Editor is offering a prize of $25.00, in
the form of a gift voucher redeemable for
purchase of materials from the NSW
Guild's Ralph Lewis Workshop, for the
best original binding tip, trick or handy
hint. Entries by mail to PO Box 1110
Rozelle or by email to president
@nswbookbinders.org.au. Entries must be
received by 286 October 2005. All entries
will be published in the November edition
of Morocco Bound. Judge's decision is
final.
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Sydney's Mitchell Library holds an interesting binding
by the early Sydney binder William Moffitt, who has
been mentioned previously in this journal.

The binding has the rare earlier form of the distinctive
Moffitt label on the front pastedown. This gives Moffitt's
address as King St, where his business moved in August
1833, and we can thus date the binding to before that
month.

The volume contains four pamphlets, the main one being
' Proposal for the Foundation & Support of a Public Free
Grammar School in the Town of Sydney, NSW, by
Laurance Halloran DD'. It bears the imprint 'R Howe
Government Printer 1825'. The other three pamphlets are
two Sydney College Annual Reports (1831 and 1832)
and a Prospectus (1831).

The pastedown also has the bookplate of George Allen,
one of the founders of the Sydney Free Grammar School.
The son of a London physician, Allen was brought to
Australia by his widowed mother and became the first
solicitor to be trained in this country. He established a

successful legal firm, one that survives today under the
name of Allen, Allen and Hemsley. George Allen led an
active public life, serving as Mayor of Sydney (1844-45),

President of the Bank of NSW (1860-66) and Fellow of
the Senate at the University of Sydney (1859-17). He was
an MLC from 1845 to 1873. His house, Toxreth Park in
Avenue Road Glebe, now serves as St Scholastica's
College.

This little volume measures about 19.3mm in height.
According to the index card, it has been repaired by the
Mitchell Bindery, in kangaroo. It has been rebacked, with
the remains of the original spine laid down. The inside
hinges have been strengthened with thin linen (referred to
as 'tuelle' on the index card), and there are a number of
not very discreet paper repairs throughout. There are no
headbands, and probably never were, as fitting them
would have been difficult due to the differing heights of
the four pamphlets.

The standard of the finishing is of quite a high standard,
although the design, in both gilt and blind, may seem a

little lavish, and even anachronistic for a collection of
pamphlets. Curiously, the name of 'George Allen' has
been added in gilt over a previously applied blind design,
so perhaps Allen was the second owner of the volume.

My thanks to the very helpful staff of the Mitchell
Library for their assistance in my research.

John Turner
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Cut a picce of cloth or paper to covcr a board, allowing
surplus for the turn-ins and about l5mm to turn in over
the spine edge of thc board. Howcvcr, bclorc gluing thc
papcr to thc b<lard, nritrc thc corncr at an anglc,
othcrwise, whcn thc turn-in is loldcd over, thc corncr will
be too bulky (Fig a).
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Thc pccn or square tail cnd of a bookbinding
harnmer does havc a use. Traditionally, it was run

across the shoulder edge ol a ncwly rounded and

rebacked book, sharpening and tidying the edge.

When attaching a ncw piece of sewing thread, make
thc knot on the outsidc (i.c. on thc spine) where it
will be covered and strengthcned by the spine Iining.

Il time is short, paste drying time can be shortened
via application of a hair-dryer. If using this method
however, ensure that adequate pressure is applied to
the two surfaces for a few minutcs beforehand.
Paste, unlike glue (PVA or animal) requires pressure
to ensure proper adhesion.

Japanese tissue, or any other paper being used for
repairs, should not be cut with a knil'e. Instead, score
the edges of the repair material, and then pull it away
from the main shcet. The uneven llbres on the edge

will make a morc discrect appearance when it is

stuck to the sheet being repaircd.

Don't forget to keep prcssing thc sections firmly
lo1,q1lr.,t wltt:tt scwitt1,. 'l'lris will kt't'p lltc st'witt1'
lirrrr atttl rcducc swcll cottsolidatrng tlrc tlrrcad in tllc
sections. Traditionally, a stick, loaded with lead at

one end, and covered with leather, is used for this.

Don't use too much pressure, whether via a bone
folder or a press, when working with grained leather.

You will be left with shiny flat areas, which will
stand out from the remaining naturally grained

surfacc.

Whether lettering reads up or down the spine is
largely a matter of personal preference. However, for
visitor's book and the like, which will generally
always be lying flat, the lettering should read from
head to tail.

The awl used for punching holes in the board prior
to lacing cords on should be blunt. The aim is not to
rnake just a holc, but to havc some of the board
material sitting abovc thc exit point of the awl. This
is hammered over the cord to make a securer fit.

When lbrming leather headcaps, hold a small piece

of manila wrapped around the spine end where the

headcap is being worked and hold it tight against the
sides with thumb and forefinger. This will assist in
making the headcap sharper and neater by
preventing the lcather bulging outwards and back.

.i As a gcneral rule, short words like 'a', 'ol' and 'on'

should not have a line to themselves on the title, but

should be included with other words.

1,
I

Board outside

I

I

Cover Paper
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Glue the l5mrn ol paper cdge to thc insitlc of thc hoartl,

turn it ovcr antl glttc to lltc ottlsi<lc ol'lltc lloirrtl (l;r1'5;.

Paper cover
with turn-in
1Smm

Glue 5mm

GIue the loose board area to the spine cloth and press. As
before, trim out for the turn-ins and fold over the spine
cloth and board papers together. Press again.

Fit the case to the block and paste in as before.

This method results in a vcry neat case binding which has

extra strength in thejoints and can be used in a variety of
situations.

N.B.In the above diagrams, the tapes, scrim and other

spine linings are omittcd.
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These note.s and dioeronts ltat,e been providetl by Jwrc
McNicol of tlte Quccn.slund Guiltl, uncl arc takett J'nttn a
demonstration she gave in 2001. There have been
various versiotts of the bittdittg depicted in this journul
over the ),ears, w'ilh each showirtg sonte tlifferences.

Bradel binding was invented by a French binder, Bradel,
in 1775 as a tcmporary binding in cloth or papcr.
However, today it is used as a permanent binding having
a greater strength and longer lif,e than a plain casc
binding.

It differs from an ordinary hollow back case binding in
that the boards are glued to a paper or cloth 'bonnct',
which follows the contours of the spine area. Thus, the
boards and the spine stiffener are all in one piece before
the covering takes place.

The process can be quite complex, but the following arc
two simple methods that mcet most everyday
requirements.

1. Full binding
Sew the sections on tapes and round and back as usual,
though it is not necessary to back the shouldcr to a right
angle. Make a bonnet of heavy paper, cartridge or bristol
board with vertical grain and longer than the boards, by
carefully folding it to follow the shape of the spine.
Allow 50mm flaps on cach side. If it does not fit
perfectly, it is easier to make another one than try to alter
ir.

Cut the boards the required height and slightly longcr at
the foredge. Glue the spine stiffener (manila), slightly
longer than the boards, to the outside of the bonnet.

Pare the vertical edges of the bonnet flaps to nothing so
that they do not show under thc endpapers.

Glue the boards to the bonnet, allowing a groove the
thickness of the board, taking care to keep the heads of
the boards in a straight line (Fig.1).

Manila

Trim ol'l'the surplus bonnet at head and rhe tail (Fig 2)

Fig 2

Fit the case on the block and adjust the foredges if
ncccssary.

Cover the case as for a full binding, working the cloth
very wcll into the grooves and over the spine area. A
little extra glue on the manila helps with this (Fig. 3).

Ir-_

Fig 3

Trim out the cloth edges before turning in and then press
the covered case.

Fit the case over the book and, if possible, set the
groovcs with brass edged grooving boards. Paste the
endpapers, scrim and tapes; lower the boards; slide a
shcet of protective plastic in between the endpapers, nip
and opcn to dry.

2. Quarter Binding
In this version, the spine area is covered with a different
material fiom that on the boards.

Procced as for a full binding, making the sanre bonnet,
but this time, glue the boards to the last lOmm of the
bonnct flaps only. Trim thc surplus bonnet at the head
and tail and cover the spinc area with cloth, which fits
bstwcen the boards and the bonnet and is Iong enough to
turn in at the hcad and tail.

-J
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became common knowledge and within six months every
art college in the country was experimenting with this
exciting and unusual experience.

ln 1974I married for a second time. Pamela Nottingham
is a brilliant teacher and an accomplished bobbin lace
maker. She has written seven books, all best sellers and

they are used by lace makers all over the world. The
books, her workshops and lectures revitalised the craft of
lace making as a leisure activity and earned her
international acclaim and investiture as a Member of the
Order of the British Empire. It was my privilege to make
the drawings for these books each of which has about
250 illustrations.

I had no thought of writing myself until in 1976 Thames
and Hudson requested a Manual of Craft Bookbinding
for their handwork series. I reviewed all the practical
books available to assess a student's requirements. I
thought that the binder's 'bible 'Bookbinding and the
Care of Books' by Douglas Cockerell was lacking in
clear explanations of some operations and that the design
section was outdated, though the work is held in high
esteem as a book of its time and I treasure my copy.
Many admirable manuals are available, for instance the
work of William Matthews and the machine orientated
'Modern Bookbinding' by Alex Vaughan. I value
'Introducing Bookbinding' by Ivor Robinson who
imparted information by means of excellent photographs,
however, one of the greatest publications was 'The Craft
of Bookbinding' by Eric Burdett. I knew him well and
was saddened by his death which occurred a month
before his book was published. The two books written by
Bernard C. Middleton, 'The Restoration of Leather
Bindings' and 'The History of English Binding
Techniques' are considered by bookbinders as the finest
achievements this century. These important works
contribute much to our knowledge of the craft and will be

an encouragement to craftspersons in the future.

I was determined to illustrate my book profusely with
diagrams that would explain the procedures without
unnecessary words. Putting this to the test, I gave the text
and drawings on how to make a headband to an
individual who knew nothing of the craft. He quickly
produced an acceptable headband so I presumed that my
instructions were satisfactory. The editor pointed out that
publishing must be profitable and therefore limitations
would be imposed on the number of words and
illustrations in order to print a viable edition. Therefore
the most difficult task was deciding what information
could be omitted yet still retain a worthy reference. In my
student years when I was 'green' about the subject I
found that the operations in books were described and
illustrated but there was a curious lack of theory to
explain them. This is a grave omission; for instance,
rounding and backing features in a text but why is it
done? I thought it imperative that students should be

aware of the principles behind all binding operations.
There can be little satisfaction in bookbinding unless
something is known about science, papcr, materials.
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printing, colour, design, lettering, craft history and a host
of supporting and subsidiary concepts. To these must be

added the history of ornament, the study of art and

literature and information on the book selling trade. With
these accomplishments the bookbinder can meet his
patrons with confidence and expertise. I recall impressing
a book dealer by commenting on a McKnight Kauffer
artwork on the wall of his office and praising his
collection of mezzotints. There is information for a dozen
books, yet the dilemma remains on what can be omitted.
Having to curtail my enthusiasm to impart information I
wrote the 'Manual of Bookbinding' in 1978, as a bench-
top aid for binders with some experience, endeavoring to
retain the formula of 'how to do it'.

To accommodate the need for a simpler manual for the
beginner, I was asked to prepare 'The Practical Guide to
Craft Bookbinding' which describes procedures up to the
leather bound library style. 'The Guide to Book Repair
and Conservation', which came later, is not intended for
the specialist but aimed at general craftspersons who
wish to extend their workshop capabilities to repair
antiquarian books. My efforts must have been
appreciated as the books were translated and published in
Spain, Italy, Sweden and Russia. The latter publication
was appalling in presentation and I shudder to think how
the text was translated. I am a great supporter of the
value of visual aids for teaching and with the skills of
making them in three-dimensional and graphic forms, the
writing of books was much easier.

To be concluded in the next issue

Morocco Bound
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Readers who are familiar with the manuals
Arthur should find his comments concerning
ot he r wo rks, inte re st ing.

guillotine in a non-union workshop. Three months later
he visited me minus three fingers, the result of an
accident with an inadequately guarded machine and he
returned to his milk round.

Good times and steady employment were not always
permanent for there came a change in art and crafts
education. In schools of art, binding and many other
:.rfl._y:r" scrapped as uneconomic and unnecessary and
the NDD was replaced with an ambiguous Diploma in
Art and Design. Many staff lost their jobs and for two
years I worked in the college studios teaching general
drawing, museum study, anatomy, perspective and
photographic darkroom techniques. the' work was
difficult and unrewarding. During this period the teacher
of still life drawing co-operated with me in the study of
forms and textures beyond normal eyesight. The
experiment came fiom studying paper fibrei; with the aidof 

. 
microscopes, micro projectors and polarising

equipment the students could draw fantastic shup", unI
experience the incredible colours of polarised lig'ht. This

written by
these, and

At Hornsey I had students who wished to enter for the
City and Guilds bookbinding examinations in order to
obtain trade employment. I planned a City and Guilds
course and decided to take the examinationi at the same
time. The Intermediate was no problem and the following
year I passed the final in General Bookbinding. I wai
aware. of the difficulty of obtaining work bui having
served an apprenticeship for I had once applied to but a
commercial bindery myself, but was refused a trade
union card on the grounds that I was a teacher although
the union officials knew their members taught in schools
and that the teachers union permitted thJm to do so.
However there were opportunities in non_union houses. I
recall the case of a milkman who wanted to change his
employment and attended Hornsey College of Art and
passed the City and Guilds Bookbinding examination. I
was pleased that he found work operating a band driven
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